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XD) My favourite stories are: 'Lan Lung' by M. Lucie Chin, 'Mrs Byres and the Dragon' by Keith Roberts and 'Paper
Dragons' by James P. Blaylock. This is definitely something I'll be returning to in the future and enjoying just as much I
actually was gifted this for my birthday recently and I really enjoyed the short stories in this collection.

Biography[ edit ] Michael Moorcock was born in London in [4] and the landscape of London, particularly the
area of Notting Hill Gate [5] and Ladbroke Grove , is an important influence in some of his fiction cf.
Nicholas by Edwin Lester Arnold as the first three books that captured his imagination. Moorcock was the
subject of two book-length works, a monograph and an interview, by Colin Greenland. In , Greenland
published The Entropy Exhibition: He followed this with Michael Moorcock: Death is No Obstacle, a
book-length interview in In the s, he moved to Texas in the United States. In one interview, he states, "I am an
anarchist and a pragmatist. This remained unpublished until , when it was issued by Savoy Books with an
introduction by M. Writing ever since, he has produced a huge volume of work. This movement promoted
literary style and an existential view of technological change, in contrast to " hard science fiction ", [15] which
extrapolated on technological change itself. Some "New Wave" stories were not recognisable as traditional
science fiction, and New Worlds remained controversial for as long as Moorcock edited it. During that time,
he occasionally wrote as "James Colvin", a "house pseudonym " that was also used by other New Worlds
critics. Moorcock makes much use of the initials "JC"; these are also the initials of Jesus Christ , the subject of
his Nebula award -winning novella Behold the Man , which tells the story of Karl Glogauer, a time-traveller
who takes on the role of Christ. In more recent years, Moorcock has taken to using "Warwick Colvin, Jr.
Moorcock talks about much of his writing in Death Is No Obstacle by Colin Greenland, which is a
book-length transcription of interviews with Moorcock about the structures in his writing. Moorcock has also
published pastiches of writers for whom he felt affection as a boy, including Edgar Rice Burroughs , Leigh
Brackett , and Robert E. All his fantasy adventures have elements of satire and parody, while respecting what
he considered the essentials of the form. Although his heroic fantasies have been his most consistently
reprinted books in the United States, he achieved prominence in the UK as a literary author, with the Guardian
Fiction Prize in for The Condition of Muzak, and with Mother London later shortlisted for the Whitbread
Prize. This is reflected in his development of interlocking cycles which hark back to the origins of fantasy in
myth and medieval cycles see "Wizardry and Wild Romance â€” Moorcock" and "Death Is No Obstacle â€”
Colin Greenland" for more commentary. He has also completed his Colonel Pyat sequence, dealing with the
Nazi Holocaust, which began in with Byzantium Endures , continued through The Laughter of Carthage and
Jerusalem Commands , and now culminates with The Vengeance of Rome Moorcock is prone to revising his
existing work, with the result that different editions of a given book may contain significant variations. The
changes range from simple retitlings e. A new, final revision of almost his entire oeuvre, with the exception of
his literary novels Mother London, King of the City and the Pyat quartet, is currently being issued by Victor
Gollancz and many of his titles are being reprinted in the United States and France. Many comics based on his
work are being reprinted by Titan Books under the general title The Michael Moorcock Library while in
France a new adaptation of the Elric series has been translated into many languages, including English.
Tolkien , and a direct antithesis of Robert E. The success of Elric has overshadowed his many other works,
though he has worked a number of the themes of the Elric stories into his other works the "Hawkmoon" and
"Corum" novels, for example and Elric appears in the Jerry Cornelius and Dancers at the End of Time cycles.
His Eternal Champion sequence has been collected in two different editions of omnibus volumes totalling 16
books the U. In , Universal optioned the film rights to the Elric series, with the Weitz brothers as potential
producers. These books were most obviously satirical of modern times, including the Vietnam War, and
continue to feature as another variation of the Multiverse theme. Since , Moorcock has returned to Cornelius in
a series of new stories: Volume 2, published in , this was expanded in as "Modem Times 2. Since the s he has
worked on novels containing autobiography and fake autobiography mixed with fantasy and parody beginning
with "Blood" and "The War Amongst the Angels". His most recent sequence began with "The Whispering
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Swarm", published to critical success in With the forthcoming "Kaboul" Denoel he has begun to publish
original work in France. Music[ edit ] Moorcock collaborated with the British rock band Hawkwind [23] on
many occasions: Moorcock appeared on stage with the band on many occasions, including the Black Sword
tour. His contributions were removed from the original release of the Live Chronicles album, recorded on this
tour, for legal reasons, but have subsequently appeared on some double CD versions. The first album New
Worlds Fair was released in The album included a number of Hawkwind regulars in the credits. These were
sessions for planned albums based on two of his novels: The albums were never completed. The Deep Fix was
the title story of an obscure collection of short stories by James Colvin published in the s. Most of the lyrics
were lifted from or based on text in his novel An Alien Heat. The album includes contributions from Albert
Bouchard and other members of Blue Oyster Cult , as well as former members of Hawkwind. He is credited
with singing lead vocals and playing guitar and mandolin. The first of an audiobook series of unabridged Elric
novels, with new work read by Moorcock, have recently begun appearing from AudioRealms. The second
audiobook in the series â€” The Sailor on the Seas of Fate â€” was published in Views on fiction writing[ edit
] Moorcock is a fervent supporter of the works of Mervyn Peake. These views can be found in his study of
epic fantasy , Wizardry and Wild Romance Gollancz, which was revised and reissued by MonkeyBrain Books
in â€”its first U. He met both Tolkien and C. Lewis in his teens, and claims to have liked them personally even
though he does not admire them on artistic grounds. He included Robert A. Lovecraft among this group in a
essay, "Starship Stormtroopers" Anarchist Review. There he criticised the production of "authoritarian" fiction
by certain canonical writers, and Lovecraft for having antisemitic , misogynistic and extremely racist
viewpoints that he weaved into his short stories. Brian Aldiss , M. In an interview published in The Internet
Review of Science Fiction , Moorcock explains the reason for sharing his character: I came out of popular
fiction and Jerry was always meant to be a sort of crystal ball for others to see their own visions in â€” the
stories were designed to work like that â€” a diving board, to use another analogy, from which to jump into the
river and be carried along by it. In , Moorcock wrote a script for a computer game by Origin Systems. The
story is set in Karadur-Shriltasi, a city at the heart of the Multiverse. A second novel, Dragonskin, is currently
in preparation, with Constantine as the main writer. His book The Metatemporal Detective was published in
Chapter 2 : Book reviews â€“ S S Long
Keith John Kingston Roberts was a British science fiction author. Several of his early stories were written using the
pseudonym Alistair Bevan.
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"Mrs. Byres and the Dragon" by Keith Roberts "A Handful of Hatchlings" by Mark Sumner "Covenant With a Dragon" by
Susan Casper "Paper Dragons" by.

Chapter 4 : Dragons! by Jack Dann
Dragons! is a themed anthology of fantasy short works edited by Jack Dann and Gardner Dozois. "Mrs. Byres and the
Dragon" (Keith Roberts) "A Handful of Hatchlings.

Chapter 5 : Michael Moorcock - Wikipedia
Dragons Kindle Edition by "Mrs. Byres and the Dragon" by Keith Roberts "A Handful of Hatchlings" by Mark Sumner.

Chapter 6 : Summary Bibliography: Keith Roberts
Dragons! by Jack Dann (Editor), Gardner Dozois (Editor). of 5 stars. (Paperback ).
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Draco, draco / Tanith Lee --Two yards of dragon / L. Sprague de Camp --Mrs. Byres and the dragon / Keith Roberts --A
handful of hatchlings / Mark C. Sumner --Covenant with a dragon / Susan Caspar --Paper dragons / James P. Blaylock
--Up the wall / Esther M. Friesner --Lan Lung / M. Lucie Chin --Climacteric / Avram Davidson --The man who painted.
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Summary Bibliography: Keith Roberts You are not logged in. If you create a free account and sign in, you will be able to
customize what is displayed.
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Table of Contents: Preface - essay by Gardner Dozois and Jack Dann Draco, Draco - () - novelette by Tanith Lee >Two
Yards of Dragon - () -.
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